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I would like to thank the Club for their kind invitation and their hospitality during my visit to 
Judge at this Show.  Whilst not a large entry, I was please overall with my winners.  I only found 
one bad mouth and in general most of the dogs typified the breed, some I felt would benefit from 
more muscle tone, which would improve top lines in particular, where I felt some lost out. 
 
 
THE DOG CLASSES 
 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY DOG  (1) 
 

1. DREAMVALE TIME WARP  (Perini/Sage) 
Black-and-Tan, very well put together baby, scores for overall balance and size, good for 
bone and feet.  Great top line and tail set, moved out well both ways.  Should have a 
bright future. 

 
 
SENIOR PUPPY DOG  (3) 
 

1. INIFIDAD INSTANT GRATIFICATION  (Laliberte) 
I felt this Blenheim scored for size, looked the part when stacked and handled well.  
Good head and eyes, nice neck and shoulders, are where he scored over the others.  Very 
nice angulation behind, which he used well on the move.   
BEST PUPPY DOG 

 
2. AUTUMN HILL LETS DANCE  (Parente/Green) 

A little stuffy right through at the moment, so lacks a degree of elegance.  However, he is 
quite well made with a good front, firm top line but falls away a little at the croup.  Needs 
more time to come together. 

 
3. STONEPIT OLLY MURS   

He needs lots more ring confidence if he is to realize his potential.  He has a lovely 
expression with a good top line and correct silky coat.  Didn't make the best of himself 
today. 

 
 
NOVICE DOG  (1) 
 

1. CHEW CREEK FERNANDO  (DePhillip) 
Tricolour, very good pigment, well set ears and good shoulders.  Body is nicely made, 
though he falls away a little to the croup.  He moved well in front, but was a little close 
going away despite being well angulated behind. 
 
 
 
 



BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG  (2) 
 

1. TRULUV PRINCE CHARMING  (Nikaci) 
Very smart Blenheim, loved his head and strength of muzzle where he scored over the 
second.  Liked him for bone and feet, moved out well fore and aft, but does lose his top 
line a little, that said, he has a good tail set. 

 
2. CHEW CREEK UP IN SMOKE  (DePhillip) 

Ruby of good balance, but would like more strength in head, very nice eyes and pigment 
and excellent mover both ways.  Looks good in profile. 

 
 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG  (1) 
 

1. ISLEPOSEA WALK ON FERRY, JW  (Hoehn) 
Very smart masculine dog who presents well, lovely eyes and ear set.  Body is strong and 
well with made excellent coat texture and colour.  Strong well made quarters, very steady 
positive action out and back.  Not overdone, a very nice Cavalier. 

 
 
AMERICAN BRED DOG  (4) 
 

1. CHADWICK SHOOTING UPWARDS AT CEILIMOR  (McCarty/Eckersley) 
Blenhiem won here on movement and top line/tail set.  I liked his head and expression - 
masculine without being overdone, looks very good in profile.  I would prefer him a little 
shorter. 

 
2. ALMEARA I BELIEVE, JW  (Parente) 

Very good balance and size, scored in neck and shoulders, but rather soft top line and 
high tail set.  Moved ok. 

 
3. NIGHTINGALE RIPTIDE  (Mulligan)  

A little plain in head, but has good balance.  Moved well in front, but rather close going 
away.  Needs more time to come together. 

 
4. SUNNYACRES FAST AND FURIOUS  (LaRoza)  

Excellent eyes and pigment but would like more strength in general head properties, firm 
top line maintained on the move but lacks angulation behind. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG  (3) 
 

1. ORCHARDHILL TOY MONEY  (Johns/Venier) 
Took my eye immediately on entry and he didn't disappoint.  Gorgeous head, large dark 
eyes, excellent pigment.  Good bone and feet with well laid shoulders, strong neck and 
first rate top line.  Very good tail set and great hindquarters.  He put up a great 
performance on the move.  His coat is well-broken with correct texture and lovely rich 
chestnut colour.  I just loved him on finding he was half brother to the dog we are 
showing in England.  Why wouldn't I?!   



WINNERS DOG, BEST IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, 
BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED DOG, BEST 
BLENHEIM DOG 

 
2. DREAMVALE DEVIL WITHOUT A CAUSE  (Perini/Sage) 

Very pretty headed dog with large dark eyes, nicely angulated fore and aft.  He used 
himself well on the move.  Felt he could carry a little more weight to advantage, just 
overshadowed by the winner. 

 
3. BRAEMARRA RUBEN OF SUMARA  (Gentil) 

Very nice overall balance, would like a larger eye.  Body is well made, moved ok, but 
rather proud of his tail and he loses top line on the go around. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR DOG  (2) 
 

1. CHADWICK TOP HAT  (Stellwagen) 
More together than the second, liked his head properties, particularly eye and pigment.  
Good for bone and feet.  Overall front assembly is good, falls away a little in top line, but 
very steady on the move both ways.  BEST TRICOLOUR DOG 

 
2. FAIROAKS BERTIE WOOSTER  (Meager) 

Nice size and balance, clean through neck and shoulder, a little wide in front, but has 
good bone and a firm top line.  Good rear action, but wide coming on. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG (2) 
 

1. TOMNEE’S GOLDEN SKY  (Meager/Wise)  
Very well presented, scored for bone and feet, nice balance to head with lovely eyes, 
good shoulders, firm top line and strong quarters.  Very free fluid action, looks good in 
profile and stacked.  BEST RUBY IN SHOW, BEST RUBY DOG 

 
2. KHATIBI ONE IN VERMILLION, ENG. JW  (Maddox) 

Rich colour and very nicely put together, particularly in body properties.  Would like a 
little larger eye, and falls away towards the croup.  Positive mover both ways. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN DOG  (1) 
 

1. KALAIS SHIVER ME TIMBERS  (Ames/Meager/Hess) 
Very well made with excellent eyes, head properties, and mouth.  Strong, well made body 
with firm top line and quarters.  Very steady mover fore and aft.   
BEST BLACK-AND-TAN DOG 

 
 
OPEN DOG  (2) 
 

1. CH CHADWICK JET SETTER AT HUDSON VIEW, JW  (Glynn/Glynn) 



Lovely head, large expressive eyes, clean through neck and shoulders.  Body is well 
made with good spring of rib and muscle tone, with a firm top line maintained on the 
move.  Excellent quarters uses himself well on the move.  Coat is well broken and has 
correct texture.  
RESERVE WINNERS DOG 
 

2. CHADWICK CODE BLACK OF CEILIMOR  (McCarty/Eckersley) 
Who was a little stronger in head than desired, good overall balance to body, though front 
is a little  wide.  Body is strong and well made and coat is well broken.  Good angulation 
behind, used well going away, not quite so positive in front action. 

 
THE BITCH CLASSES 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH  (5) 
 

1. KEAN ULTRACHIC  (Keane) 
Ultra smart Blenheim of high order, very feminine, gorgeous head, eye and expression.  
Scores for bone, feet and front assembly.  Body is developing well, has a firm top line 
and strong quarters.  Rich chestnut coat and already moves out confidently, more together 
than others.  Pleased to make her   
BEST PUPPY IN SHOW and BEST PUPPY BITCH 

 
2. CARLEN CHATEAU STE MICHELLE  (Close) 

Ruby showing much promise, very good overall balance to body, just not quite as 
forward as winner.  Lovely head and eye, excellent angulation fore and aft. Should have a 
bright future. 

 
3. LINRICA MIRACLE BABY  (Liu) 

Well broken Blenheim a little wide in front at the moment but has time to come together 
scores in quarters and firm top line and excellent tail set. 
Moved out well just needs time to come together. 

 
4. TRULUV LENA  (Nikaci)  

Very raw and needs lots of time.  Very promising head properties, a little loaded in front 
at the moment, but will improve as she matures.  Very sound mover fore and aft. 

 
 
SENIOR PUPPY BITCH  (2) 
 

1. AUTUMNHILL HONKY TONK ANGEL  (Parente) 
Ruby, lovely size and balance here, rises a little over the loin, but has good head 
properties and particularly dark eyes.  Moved out better than second here. 

 
2. CHADWICK FREQUENT FLYER  (Eckersley) 

Blenheim who looks good when stacked, good for head and ears, strong neck, felt she 
was a little long in loin and didn't put all in on the move.  Nicely broken coat of rich 
colour. 

 
 



GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH  (2) 
 

1. CHADWICK RIOTOUS, JW  (Eckersley) 
Outstanding TRI, I loved her! She is compact yet sturdy, with beautiful head and eyes, 
excellent front assembly, body and top line, and tailset is bang on.  She has very good 
quarters and moves so well fore and aft.  A real Toy Spaniel, I think she will prove to be 
a big winner when fully mature, complimented the winners dog so well. 
WINNERS BITCH, RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX, 
BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR, BEST TRICOLOUR IN SHOW, and BEST 
TRICOLOUR BITCH 

 
2. ORCHARDHILL GOTTA ADORE ME  (Venier/Venier) 

Out of a bigger mould, and a little less feminine.  Scores for bone and front assembly and 
rear quarters are ok.  Moved well, but rather proud of her tail. 

 
 
NOVICE BITCH  (1) 
 

1. LINRICA PEONY IN LOVE  (Liu) 
Very pretty 6-month old Blenheim, ultra feminine and handled well for one so young.  
Overall well balanced with firm top line, and good quarters developing along correct 
lines and showing lots of promise. 

 
 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH  (3) 
 

1. PIAFFE WITH A STELLA  (Rychlik) 
Blenheim, rather workmanlike in appearance, and better coming than going, on the move.  
Scored in shoulder, but top line and tail set could be better. 

 
2. SUNJAYS KISS ME KATE  (Hellman) 

More feminine than winner, but not the overall balance in body, and a tad close in rear 
action. Clean through neck and shoulder. 

 
3. CHEW CREEK DANCING QUEEN  (DePhillip) 

Tricolour, very pretty head with a compact body and outline, but a little wide in front 
which affected her movement.  That said she is very sound. 

 
 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (4) 
 

1. LINRICA REACH FOR THE STARS  (Liu)  
Very pretty feminine bitch with lovely eyes and expression.  Excellent pigment and front 
assembly, body is well put together and she uses herself well on the move. 

 
2. SAY YES TO THE DRESS  (Eckersley) 

Very good moving bitch, but felt she lacked a little in femininity in head properties. 
 

3. DARANE JANE EYRE  (Hossler/Kates) 



Heavier type, but has a nice head and eye.  Very good bone and feet, firm top line 
maintained on the move with strong quarters. A little less body weight would improve 
her outline. 

 
4. INFINIDAD PYROMANIA  (Laliberte/Laliberte) 

Very nice overall type with lots to like in terms of breed type.  Has good head quality and 
body, but did not make the best of herself when moving. 

 
 
AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (4) 
 

1. CHADWICK OH LA LA OF CHARDOMONT, JW  (Greak/Comer/Eckersley) 
Very pretty head and eye, loved her expression.  Body is well made and she out moved 
the others in this class. 

 
2. CHADWICK IN MY OPINION  (Eckersley) 

Well broken and excellent quarters.  Moved ok, but lacks the femininity and prescience 
of the winner. 

 
3. PIAFFE IN THE TULIPS  (Rychlik) 

Tad heavier in body, but lovely eyes. Very good mover, but loses top line.  Could have 
been in harder condition. 

 
4. KRYSTLE STAR QUALITY  (Torgersen/Torgersen) 

Out of coat and rather coarse in texture.  She is well made and has very good pigment 
with large eyes.  Didn't make good use of herself on the move today. 

 
 
SPECIAL BLENHEIM BITCH  (4) 
 

1. NIGHTINGALE AGAINST THE WIND AT FALLING SPRINGS, JW  (Curley) 
Lovely compact, well broken Blenheim.  Scores for size and balance.  A real toy spaniel 
in all aspects, lovely head and eye.  Moves well, just a little soft in body condition. 

 
2. CHADWICK SECRET CODE, JW   (Greak/Comer/Eckersley) 

Size bigger with lovely pigment, not as compact as winner, but lots to like and certainly 
knows how to move.  Very type. 

 
3. LINRICA ROSE PETALS  (Liu) 

Rich chestnut, gorgeous eyes and expression, just not the movement of those above. 
 

4. BONITOS COMPANEROS XAVERIA, JW  (Lasser) 
Lovely head and good mover.  Well-made right through, just a little too much of her for 
me. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY  (1) 
 

1. CARLIN NUTIN BUT TROUBLE FERGIE  (Close) 



Excellent pigment and eyes, well off for bone, very good top line and body properties 
with enough angulation both ends, not a lot to dislike, very sound fore and aft. 

 
 
OPEN BITCH  (5) 
 
CH CHADWICK SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY, JW  (Eckersley) 
Beautiful bitch to go over, lovely head properties excellent eyes, clean neck and shoulders, scores 
for front and rear assembly, good top line and tail set, excellent mover.  Not as compact as her 
kennel mate, so RESERVE WINNERS BITCH 
 
CH CHADWICK DRAMA, JW  (Hoehn/Eckersley) 
Feminine, clean through neck and shoulder.  Not quite the expression of winner, but another very 
good mover. 
 
LINRICA MIGNON MOCHI, JW  (Liu) 
Lovely eyes and pigment, a little proud of her tail, but overall, a very well made quality bitch. 
 
CH Chantismere Carrieanna  (Tibbetts) 
Not as balanced as others, but she scores in top line and quarters, ok mover both ways. 
 
 
SENIOR OPEN BITCH  (1) 
 
CH GRANDEVILLE BUTTERSCOTCH KISS OF INFINIDAD   (Laliberte) 
Difficult to believe she is 10.  Lovely in all departments, ultra balanced and as sound as they 
come. 
 
 
Ernie Paterson 
 
 


